COURSE DETAILS:

Course Coordinator: Dr. O.O. Adegboyega, B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD
Email: oyekunle2006@yahoo.com
Office Location: CGNS Department, COLAMRUD

COURSE CONTENT:

Man as a political animal; theories of state. The evolution of the modern State. Varieties of political system and institutions. Ideologies of political Liberalism, Conservatism, Socialism, Pan Africanism etc. Colonialism and the evolution of the Nigerian Politics, Structure, and problems of the contemporary international political system. Politics in Africa. Nigeria in World politics.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS:

Continuous Assessment Test(s) and 75% class attendance.

READING LIST:


INTRODUCTION

This course focuses on the following areas of politics and government: examination of man in a political society; the meaning and nature of politics; the idea, nature, origin and the role of the state; political ideologies and institutions; Meaning and nature of government; the various arms of government and types of government; basic principles in government; constitution and constitutional development in Nigeria; Nigeria and the world.

TOPIC 1
MEANING, NATURE AND SCOPE OF POLITICS

Man in a political society

The word “politics” is derived from the Greek word, polis, which means city-state. In his treatise on Human Associations, Aristotle (384 322 BC) stated that the most sovereign and inclusive association is the polis, as it is called, whose essence is the establishment of government, law-making, enforcement and eliciting obedience from the members of the society. Aristotle observed that Man is, by nature, a political animal. This means that politics come naturally to all human beings. The activities of politics can be seen in the day-to-day living of man and it encompasses all forms of human endeavor.

SOME DEFINITIONS OF POLITICS

1. Robert Dahl views politics as the interplay of contending actors in which one actor always attempts to gain a relative advantage over the other.
2. According to Heinz Eulau, politics is concerned with the conditions and consequences of human action.
3. Obafemi Awolowo defines politics as the science of the art of government

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF POLITICS

The various views on the meaning of politics can be grouped as follows:
- Politics as the operation of state.
- Politics as the implementation and execution of public policy.
- Politics as the pursuit of public interest.
- Politics as the authoritative allocation of values

TOPIC II
THE IDEA OF A STATE

The concept of State is very vital as a political concept. Scholars have attempted to define the State in different ways.
SOME DEFINITIONS OF STATE
1. Harold Laski, in his definition, posits that the state is the supreme coercive power in any given society which is used to promote in that society, the interest of those who possess its instruments of production.
2. To Aristotle, the state can be described as the most supreme and inclusive association whose purpose is attainment of the good life.
3. Appadorai regards the state as a legal entity established for the purpose of regulating human conduct.

From the above definitions, a state can be rightly described as an apparatus set up by a community of persons existing under sovereign territory for the ultimate purpose of regulation of conduct and development of that society.

ORIGIN
According to Appadorai, the origin of the state cannot be traced to a particular time or cause, but the state originated as a result of various factors operating over time. Such factors include kinship, religion, war and political consciousness. The state thus evolved from early times to the present day based on the people’s acceptance of its role in society.

Theories of the State:
Several theories exist as to the origin of the state: some basic theories of the state include: The organic theory, The Evolutionary theory, The divine right theory, The social contract theory, The patriarchal theory, The matriarchal theory, The force theory.

TOPIC III
POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES
Political ideologies are views which express the ideas, beliefs and preferences of people on the roles of government and attempt to create a followership for those people based on their various perceptions and orientations. Some of these political ideologies are: Communalism, Capitalism, Conservatism, Pan-Africanism, Socialism, Communism, Colonialism, Fascism, Totalitarianism, Liberalism, Democracy, etc.

TOPIC IV
THE MEANING AND NATURE OF GOVERNMENT
SOME CONCEPTIONS OF GOVERNMENT
i. Government is a form or method of ruling
ii. Government is the agency, through which the will of the state is realized
iii. Government is abody of people or institutes that make and execute the laws of the state, make and implement policies, conduct its public affairs and maintain law and order thing its territory.
iv. Government is the structure and system by which decision and rules are determined and enforced for all members of the society.

ORGANS OF GOVERNMENT
The three organs of government are:
1. Executive
2. Legislative
3. Judiciary

The Legislative: This is the arm of government whose primary function is to make laws.

Types of Legislative
A legislative can either be unicameral (Single chamber or House), like Greece, Yugoslavia Bulgaria or Bicameral (two chambers or House), like Nigeria, USA, Britain etc. For instance in Nigeria the two chambers are the House of Senate and the House of Representatives.
The Executive: The Executive arm of government has the power to carry out government decisions and laws.

Composition of the Executive
The executive includes politicians elected or nominated to the executive arm of government. This includes the president and his ministers in the presidential system of government and the prime minister and his cabinet as in the parliamentary system of government.

Judiciary: The judiciary of any country is that organ of the government which interprets the constitution and laws of the land. This arm of government is made of legal experts divided into members of the bench and bar.

Characteristics of Judiciary
These include the following: Professionalism, Neutrality, Permanent Existent, Imperialobserver, Arbitration, etc.

TOPIC V
TYPES OF GOVERNMENT

Federal System
A federal system of government is one in which power is distributed between one level of government and another. For instance, in Nigeria, power is shared among federal, state and local governments.

Reasons for the adoption of federal constitutions by countries are as follow: Geographical proximity, fear of domination of the minority by the majority, desire for local autonomy, largeness of a country for a unitary system, etc.

Unitary Government
In a unitary system, the central government is supreme over other levels of government in the country. It means any state or local government exists at the pleasure of the central government and they perform such functions allocated to them by the centre. Unitary government is possible in a homogeneous society where few ethnic groups, common fronts and loyalty exists. e.g. Gambia Sierra Leone, Britain, Ghana & France.

Confederalism
This is the association of countries for a particular purpose or some purposes. In a confederalism state, the centre is weak and the component units are strong. The central government depends on the sovereign state for her existence. Reason for confederation includes the following: Economic cooperation, Socio-cultural reasons, Defense against any external aggression, etc. International organizations that are confederation in structure are: UNO, OAU, ECOWAS, League of Nations and OPEC

Presidential System
In a presidential system of government, the president is the head of state and head of government. He is voted into power through direct election as we have in Nigeria, or through an indirect election, e.g. USA (the president is voted into power through an indirect election i.e. Electoral College of the Congress). One fundamental feature of a presidential system of government is the principle of separation of power and check and balances.

Cabinet/Parliamentary System
In a cabinet or parliamentary system of government, the executive is directly responsible to the parliament. Also, there is a ceremonial head of state and head government called Prime Minister. The Prime Minister is the leader of the majority in the house.

Republic
It is a state that is completely governed by elected representatives. The head of state is a president. He is elected for a fixed term like the other representatives.
TOPIC VI
CONSTITUTION
A constitution is a body of rules and regulations which show the structure of government and at the same time defining the power of the government as well as describing the right and duties of citizens.

Sources of constitution are: Charter, Statues, Custom and Judicial decisions

Factors to be considered when drawing up a constitution include: Culture of the people, type of government, ethnic group, history of the people, geographical location and the size of the country, available material & human resources, etc. A constitution could be Written, Unwritten Rigid or Flexible.

Constitutional history of Nigeria:

TOPIC VII
SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT
1. THE RULE OF LAW

The rule of law as explained by A.V Dicey means “the superiority of the ordinary law as administered by the ordinary court/courts of the land over any legislature”. It simply denotes that everybody must obey the law. The three basic principles underlining the idea of the rule of law are:

i. Equality before the law
ii. Supremacy of the regular law
iii. Right too personal liberty

RELEVANCES OF THE RULE OF LAW
- It helps to maintain an orderly society by ensuring that the constitution, rules and regulations are maintained.
- Rule of law ensures equity and justice in the society by seeing to it that all are equal before the common law of the land.
- Rule of law ensures that arbitrary rule is not tolerated.

HOW TO ENSURE THE EXISTENCE OF THE RULE OF LAW IN A COUNTRY
The following factors must exist in a country in order to ensure the existence of the rule of law: Order of mandamus, Order of prohibition, Habbeas Corpus, Order of Certiorari, Independence of the Judiciary, Appointment of incorruptible judges,
Entrenchment of fundamental human rights in the constitution, Provision of legal aids by government to those who cannot pay.

2. FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHT

Fundamental human rights of a citizen in any country are those rights that the country has defined and is ready to protect. They are rights that are basic and essential for human existence. In Nigeria 1999 constitution the fundamental rights were described as follows:
The above stated rights of citizens can be safeguarded or restricted.

3. SEPARATION OF POWER

The principle of Separation of Power was propounded by two French philosophers namely Bodin and Montesque. The idea of the principle is that the three organs of government must operate independent of one another. The recent modification to the idea is called ‘check and balances’.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

This is the process by which the citizens involve themselves in activities affecting the process of public decision-making and decision-taking in their country.

TOPIC VIII
NIGERIA AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

No nation is self-sufficient, thus countries depend on one another for survival. The interdependence in the areas of political, economic and social organizations that exist among nations has been made possible by industrial revolutions, international division of labour and the emergence of international trade. This interdependence has led to the formation of various world bodies of which Nigeria is a member. Among these bodies are UNO, ECOWAS, OPEC, OAU, Commonwealth of Nations etc.